Laminar analysis of the origin of the various components of evoked potentials in slices of rat sensorimotor cortex.
In slices of rat sensorimotor cortex, extracellular field potentials evoked by electrical stimulation of the white matter were recorded at various cortical depths. In order to determine the nature of the various components, experiments were performed in 3 situations: in a control perfusion medium, in a solution in which calcium ions had been replaced by magnesium ions to block synaptic transmission, and in cortices in which the pyramidal neurons of layer V had been previously induced to degenerate. In the control situation, the response at or near the surface was a positive-negative wave. From a depth of about 150 microns downwards, the evoked response consisted usually of 6 successive components, 3 positive-going, P1, P3 and P6 and 3 negative-going, N2, N4 and N5. P1 and N4 were apparent in superficial layers only. The amplitude of the remaining waves was variable in the cortex but all diminished near the white matter. The early part of the surface positive wave arises from a non-synaptic activation of superficial elements, probably apical dendrites. The late part of the surface positive wave and the negative wave are due to the synaptic activation of neurons located probably in layer III. The large negative wave N2 represents principally the antidromic activation of cell bodies and possibly of proximal dendrites of neurons situated in layers III, IV and V, though the compound action potentials of afferent and efferent fibers may contribute to a reduced part to its generation. The late components N4 to P6 are post-synaptic responses. The negative component N5, the amplitude of which is largest in layers III and IV, represents excitatory responses of neurons located at various depths in the cortex. The nature of the positive component P6 is less clear, although the underlying mechanism might be inhibitory synaptic potentials.